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Abstract: Providing engineering undergraduate students opportunities to connect real-world applications with theory is key to preparing them for the workforce; however, this task often requires a balancing act between meeting course objectives in content-heavy core engineering undergraduate courses and providing experiences that connect real-world applications with theory. This study seeks to address this problem through the integration of online discussion prompts to promote a connection to real-world practical applications. The study included undergraduate students enrolled in three engineering core courses. The hypothesis was that participation in online discussions (using prompts) would lead to 1) an increase in student empowerment towards self-regulated learning and 2) enhanced student engagement and perception of participating in online discussions. Students participated in eight online discussions and were evaluated using pre- and post-assessments. Findings show students across disciplines liked online discussions because they allowed enough time to develop thoughts and promoted critical thinking through extending class topics, which increased the control of their own learning. In addition, students were more active in the course activities and offered useful feedback and reflection, which enhanced student engagement. Such feedback included ideas to improve the online discussion, for example, the need for clearer instructions and instructor feedback, better scheduling of due dates, and more engaging discussion prompts. In summary, integrating online discussions into core engineering courses, without sacrificing class content, can indeed have positive implications towards self-regulated learning and higher student engagement.
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1. Introduction

Engineering undergraduate students thrive on opportunities to connect real-world applications with theory [1, 2], which is key to preparing them for the workforce. However, limited resources are available for engineering faculty who seek to offer legitimate active learning experiences while balancing course objectives in content-heavy core engineering undergraduate courses and engaging learning experiences [3]. This study seeks to address this problem through the integration of online discussion prompts to promote a connection between course content and real-world practical applications [4].

1.1 Problem Identification

Engineering undergraduate curriculum includes general courses typically required of all engineering majors such as Statics, Thermodynamics, Linear Systems, etc., as well as mandatory discipline-specific “core courses” required of that particular engineering discipline. For example, typically, civil engineering students take a course on Water Resources Planning and Management, electrical and computer engineering students take a course on Embedded Systems Design, and mechanical engineering students take a course on Fundamentals of Heat Transfer. For engineering faculty who teach these “core courses,” there is often difficulty in contriving a balance between the amount of theoretical, analytical, and rigorous content and integration of real-world, authentic applications [5, 6]. According to Ambrose and colleagues (2010), if students do not see practical value in the assignments in a course, they become less motivated [7]. This can result in a concept well-known in engineering as *weed-out courses* (intentionally difficult courses to separate the high achievers from less prepared students), where a student’s lack of motivation could result in a bad or failing grade that then causes them to leave school or transfer to a different major [8, 9]. *Weed-out courses* are a significant problem across all areas of engineering as nation-wide retention rates for students that obtain an engineering within 6 years remains below 60% [10]. Additionally, while a lack of real-world authentic applications may hinder student motivation, students in engineering also suffer from limited writing and communication experiences. It has been shown that integration of a writing component in core engineering courses helps learning, communication skills, and future employability [11, 12]. However, integration of such a component can be effort- and time-intensive for the instructor [13] and introduces difficulties in evaluation [14]. Writing assignments can also feel disconnected and challenging for students [15, 16]. Therefore, in core engineering courses there is a clear need to (1) improve student motivation through activities that demonstrate the practical value of the learning material, and (2) implement writing assignments at a low effort to the instructor that improve student learning.

1.2 Current Approaches to the Problem

In response to this dilemma, engineering programs and faculty commonly follow one of three paths. First, there is a trend of leveraging authentic learning into the freshman first-year experience class and capstone coursework, which also involve technical writing in some form. In the latter, industry-sponsored projects are readily used for senior-level engineering students to demonstrate
their preparedness for entering the workplace. These offer great opportunities for students to gain real-world experience. But in a recent survey, students indicated they wanted more courses to focus on the connections between real-world applications and theory [12]. Second, in some cases, labs are added to coursework to promote active and applied learning as well as report-writing. If a lab is connected to the course, instructors can decide to focus more time on real-world projects instead of conducting traditional lab experiments. But this is frequently frowned upon as many core courses are foundational in that they prepare students for taking more advanced coursework. As an additional deterrent, lab courses are often led by a Graduate Teaching Assistant, who are often more concerned with teaching from a theoretical-mathematical perspective and less focused on connecting the topic to real-world settings. Third, in the case that a lab is not offered, engineering faculty typically focus the entirety of the course on quantitative problem solving and may add in an application-focused project due at the end of the course.

Thus, there are rather limited opportunities for students to learn and create connections between real-world applications and the theoretical concepts taught during the course and practice their writing/communication skills. As a result, it is not uncommon for these “core courses” to focus more on rigor to gain foundational knowledge at the expense of a more authentic learning that would really emphasize the connection with the practical real-world.

1.3 Proposed Solution and Motivation

In this work, the proposed solution to connect theory with real-world applications through a writing assignment is the integration of online discussions into the course activities. This high return and low effort complement to the face-to-face in-class interaction requires limited classroom time from the faculty. Therefore, the faculty can continue to optimize rigor and analytical problem solving within the lecture learning environment. At the same time, the proposed approach leverages the asynchronous nature of an online environment to promote curiosity in connecting practical real-world scenarios to the theoretical. This makes way for introducing blended learning [26] in the conventional classroom structure. Additionally, online discussions require composing posts and replies that will be read by peers. Therefore, a writing component is inherent in this solution.

This paper aims to address two research questions as follows:

- RQ 1: How can online discussions be used to increase student empowerment towards self-regulated learning in undergraduate core engineering courses?
- RQ 2: How can online discussions increase student engagement and enhance student perceptions of class participation?

The next section provides a brief literature review on blended learning and integrating writing into the engineering discipline to better understand the challenges, recommendations, and benefits of these approaches. Section three gives an overview of the methods for the analysis and a brief description of the online discussions into three common engineering core courses (Civil Engineering - Water Resources Planning and Management, Electrical and Computer Engineering - Embedded Systems Design, and Mechanical Engineering Course - Fundamentals of Heat Transfer). In addition, this section showcases the survey instrument used to assess the research questions. Section four highlights the results, applying both a qualitative and quantitative
perspective of data analysis. A brief discussion related to the research questions is then presented in Section five. Finally, Section six concludes with a summary and recommendations for future research.

2. Background and Literature Review

Participating in online discussions, as a form of writing and a means of blended learning, has been shown to promote curiosity, encourage critical thinking, and enhance information literacy. The literature is rich with examples where writing has been integrated into coursework, particularly engineering courses. This section provides an overview of recent findings and approaches to both blended learning and the integration of writing into engineering coursework.

2.1 Benefits of Integrating Writing into Engineering Coursework

Integrating writing into core engineering coursework is not new. The benefits of a writing-intensive curriculum have been explored by several researchers in different contexts. Relevant research shows that inclusion of a writing component increases student perceived employability and career development skills. For example, in a study involving chemical engineering students, Cherrstrom and colleagues [17] required students to submit reflections (using guided prompts), iterate on writing samples using instructor feedback, and develop a portfolio. The pre- and post-surveys found student participants perceived improvement in learning and identified the skills as beneficial for future employability. Linsdell and Anagnos [11] redesigned and evaluated a technical communication course aimed to assist engineering students with developing transferrable career skills. The instructors were intentional to incorporate best writing practices, continuous instructor feedback, and critical thinking into the assignments. The evaluation found an increase in positive attitudes towards technical communication skill development. Both Cherrstrom et al. [17] and Linsdell and Anagnos [11] also noted evidence towards increases in student learning outcomes. In particular, appropriate intervention or feedback was often found to be instrumental in improvement of students’ learning outcomes [18-20].

Integration of writing into engineering coursework can also improve student learning. Fernandes [18] analyzed the writing performance of engineering students, where one group of students received an intervention of additional teaching focus on grammar rules and the other group of students did not. Both groups of students were required to complete weekly assignments and were provided immediate feedback. The instructor found that the student group who received the initial intervention consistently outperformed the control group. Fries and colleagues [19] reported improvements in student learning outcomes related to professional issues, problem-solving skills, and both oral and written communication competencies (e.g., spelling and grammar, and logical flow of content) when students were required to work with a mentor to complete a written research assignment integrating one specialization in civil engineering. Calvo and Ellis [20] performed qualitative analysis of student interviews and demonstrated close associations between the various types of feedback and improved academic performance in a writing-intensive course. They used an engineering course which required students to work in teams of two to write a project proposal for an e-business. Students were provided an initial writing workshop, offered regular feedback from a writing tutor, provided feedback from an automated system (Glosser), and participated in peer review activities. Vasquez and colleagues [21] also found that writing activities improved the
students’ ability to build explanations and argumentation. They incorporated “writing to teach” activities in a second-year introductory physical chemistry course. In addition, they also reported that students developed a greater understanding of quantum mechanics applications and their importance due to the writing assignments.

In summary, the key benefits of intentional incorporation of writing and appropriate feedback mechanisms into core engineering coursework have been explored in the literature. These benefits include improved student learning outcomes, increased student perceptions of workforce preparation, student satisfaction, and a better understanding of subject matter applications.

2.2 Challenges of Integrating Writing into Engineering Coursework

Along with the benefits, there are many challenges with including writing assignments in engineering coursework. Key challenges include a lack of engagement and a perceived disconnect between the technical content and writing assignments [14, 15, 22], time and effort management [13, 15], difficulties in assessment and evaluation of student’s performance [13, 16, 23], and technological difficulties [13, 16], etc. For example, Vetter and Nunes [22] designed and deployed a writing component specifically for engineering majors using concepts including genre theory and social knowledge to aid students in writing essays, conducting peer reviews, and creating a portfolio. They noted two key challenges, including lack of engagement and difficulty in conveying the importance of skill development for future employment. In another study, Naqvi [14] reported that students favored analytical skill development or qualitative knowledge attainment over writing and literature synthesis, and saw a little value in the writing components in the coursework. This case study was done based on an English course offered to only engineering students and involved questionnaires, focus groups, interviews, and assignment reports. In general, the engineering students found information literacy and literature synthesis to be challenging [14]. Additionally, Patterson and Slinger-Friedman [13] also pointed out the pressures related to promotion and tenure (which do not support investing lots of time into quality teaching) can become a challenge for such course design.

Writing assignments in online or blended environments face similar challenges. Katz and Thoren [15] used Wiki-based projects in a lecture-based calculus course and found that the project design left students responsible for only a minor, specific portion of the website, resulting in a disconnected, lack of belonging throughout the project. Although they found that the Wiki-based project was an overall positive experience for the students. While the reported benefits were positive, Katz and Thoren [15], Miyazoe and Anderson [16], and Patterson and Slinger-Friedman [13] found time management for instructors, both for upkeeping of the Wiki technology and evaluation, a major challenge. In their study, Miyazoe and Anderson [16] used Wiki technology but in a blended learning approach by integrating online writing activities. On the other hand, Patterson and Slinger-Friedman [13] assessed the incorporation of writing into introductory geography classes, where activities included developing note cards to enable critical thinking, a course wiki page, pre-writing exercises for geography research papers and essays to assess the application of knowledge. Both these studies also reported challenges with evaluating collaborative student work and difficulty in designing the assignments. Duchardt and colleagues [23] also evaluated the integration of writing into three courses taught strictly online by analyzing writing samples and found the majority of students did not demonstrate mastery in sentence formation, specifically, in complicated sentence constructions and punctuations.
In summary, key challenges related to incorporating writing into engineering coursework have been found related to student engagement, conveying value, instructor’s time, assessing team projects, and obtaining student learning outcomes.

2.3 Recommendations for Integrating Writing into Engineering Coursework

To overcome some of the challenges presented in the previous section, the literature offers recommendations to promote positive experiences with integrating writing into core engineering coursework. These recommendations include promoting student awareness [24], utilizing peer-review [25, 26], and rubric-based approach to evaluation [26, 27]. In their study, Idrus and authors [24] were intentional to incorporate lifelong learning skills in the assignments that involved outlining an article, writing a technical project report, and writing a business proposal. Their study was done based on a technical writing course for engineering students at private engineering and technology-based university. The authors recommended that promoting student awareness of how an assignment relates to their career and lifelong learning would result in increased motivation. Yakhno and Ekin [25] emphasized the positive effects of peer-review in implementing writing-based assignments. They made improvements to the design of a technical writing course for computer engineering students which incorporated a project-based learning pedagogical approach. Students were required to assist in the organization of a technical conference, write and present a research paper at the conference, and participate in the conference preparations as a peer reviewer. Peer-review and feedback as a key to student success was also highlighted by Leydon and colleagues [26] who integrated a writing project into a first-year introductory geography course. Their analysis of student grades demonstrated improvements in student writing and geographical understanding over the course period due to peer feedback process. They also cite the use of criterion-based rubrics as an important tool. Bonham and authors [27] also recommended using a course rubric to emulate the characteristics of writing qualities. They used the course rubrics with a scaffolded writing assignment within a first-semester calculus-based laboratory course. The students were asked to grade an example good- and poor-quality report using the course rubric. As a result of the student surveys and artifact assessment, Bonham and authors [27] recommend the use of scaffolded writing assignments, including continuous practice and feedback, for other instructors implementing writing into the engineering curriculum.

In summary, there are several examples available in the literature that highlight the ways in which stand-alone technical writing courses or writing assignments in core engineering courses can be effectively used to increase student motivation and improve overall writing skills. However, these approaches require significant instructor and classroom time dedicated to course design that involves appropriate planning for assignment evaluation and feedback mechanisms. As pointed out in Sec 2.2, time required for such planning may be a challenge in core engineering courses. Therefore, new and innovative methods are needed to incorporate writing assignments into engineering courses that can overcome many of the challenges identified in literature.

2.4 Blended Learning as an Approach to Improve Learning Experience

Blended learning is an approach that can overcome these challenges through a combination of online and face-to-face interactions to promote learning [28-30]. Blended learning is a relatively new concept that gained popularity in pedagogical research in the 2000s [31-33]. The advances of
the Internet, computer literacy, and distance-learning paradigms have led to a quick rise in the popularity of blended learning approaches. In a blended learning classroom, the student enrolled in a course with face-to-face structured instructions has some control over the time, pace, and location of learning through online tools. This is different than conventional technology-rich education approaches such as competency-based learning or other types of courses that are offered completely online [34]. According to a U.S. Department of Education report, in 2008 nearly half of all higher education institutions offered blended learning classes [35]. Being a relatively new approach in an increasingly diverse educational environment, the literature on blended learning – its benefits, efficacies, challenges, and recommended strategies – are still evolving [34].

Early studies revealed that integrating an online component in a leadership-development program led to an increase in teamwork, shared understanding of concepts and language, and efficient learning [36]. But at the same time, another study concluded that while blended learning makes the learning experience more enjoyable, face-to-face learning plays a more important role than blended learning [37]. Recent studies have focused more on student perception and efficacy of blended learning approaches. Evidence in the literature suggests that blended learning approaches increase appreciation of course material and analytical skills [29], promote collaborative learning [30], and increase participation, motivation, satisfaction, and subjective knowledge [38-41]. Studies also identified various difficulties associated with an appropriate implementation of blended learning such as lack of immediate feedback and the sense of community [42], lack of clarity of instructions [29], socio-cultural interaction and psychological distance [30, 43], and gender and age disparity [44]. In most studies it has been found that direct classroom interaction is still a very important part of learning [32]. Therefore, semi-autonomous online activities should supplement, rather than replace, traditional classroom interaction for an effective self-regulated learning environment. In fact, blended learning also provides a way to integrate writing in course materials such as writing online Wiki [29, 30] and online forums [45, 46].

In summary, online discussions based on real-world situations can help to overcome the challenges related to integrating writing and practical applications into core engineering coursework. The discussions provide a way to convey value by connecting theoretical engineering topics to real-world scenarios and obtaining peer feedback through the act of discussion and response posts. This also can provide continuous practice when online discussions are required at several points throughout the semester. In addition, assessing and evaluating online discussions using a qualitative approach of student perceptions can offer increased insights into the benefits and best practices (from a student perspective) around designing blended learning activities while keeping student-centered learning approaches in mind.

3. Methods

3.1 Study Design

The study described in this paper was conducted at a private university located in the Midwest United States with an undergraduate engineering student population of about 1100 students during the 2018-2019 school year. During Fall 2017, a total of three engineering faculty applied and were selected to participate in a faculty professional development training. The selection process gave priority for core discipline specific courses (versus general engineering, introductory engineering,
or capstone courses, for example), which primarily occur in upper level curriculum. The purpose of the training was to show faculty how to integrate online discussions into engineering courses. The faculty received a stipend as compensation for completing the following tasks:

- August: Participate in a 3-day training
- Fall 2017 Semester: (1) Develop and deploy 8 discussion prompts in the engineering classroom. (2) Collect student participant data to assess the outcomes.
- September: Monthly check-in.
- October: Monthly check-in.
- December/January: Final reporting.

The three engineering courses where the 8 discussion prompts were deployed, and outcomes assessed were as follows:

- Civil Engineering Course (Seniors): Water Resources Planning and Management
  - Fall 2017 Course Enrollment = 6
- Electrical and Computer Engineering Course (Seniors): Embedded Systems Design
  - Fall 2017 Course Enrollment = 19
- Mechanical Engineering Course (Juniors): Fundamentals of Heat Transfer
  - Fall 2017 Course Enrollment = 30

Example online discussions prompts for each course are provided in Appendix A, B, and C. Each course required students to participate in 8 online discussion sessions. The online discussion session was completed outside the classroom using a learning management system. Students were given initial post and response post deadlines, however, the time spent drafting the posts was up to the individual student.

### 3.2 Data Collection and Assessment

In addition to completing regular coursework, all student participants were asked to complete a pre-class survey, participate in eight different online discussion sessions throughout the semester, and complete a post-class survey upon completion of the semester. Together, the three classes had a total enrollment of 55 students. A total of 40 students completed the pre-class survey and 47 students completed the post-class survey. A summary of the survey instrument questions is provided in Table 1. The Institutional Review Board (IRB), which ensures human involved research is conducted in an ethical manner, approved the study with the caveat of required anonymity and de-identification of specific classes. As such, one data collection instrument was used for all three engineering courses mentioned above.

<<INSERT TABLE 1>>

### 3.3 Data Analysis

This study primarily followed a qualitative approach using thematic analysis. According to Braun and Clark [47], a thematic analysis is a foundational qualitative method for discovering patterns within the data. It should be conducted using a step by step process. The NVivo 11 qualitative
analysis software was used to analyze the qualitative open-ended questions. All data documents were imported into NVivo and the researchers read through the documents several times. The researchers first became thoroughly familiar with the data to generate initial codes. Two researchers individually coded and highlighted the documents with the purpose of identifying themes. Upon completion of the independent analysis, the researchers compared their results, read through the documents again, and came to a consensus for developing themes and a coding framework. It is noteworthy to mention that the unit of analysis was the full response to each question. Responses were only considered and coded with respect to that particular question. For example, if Q1 resulted in responses Q1_Response1, Q1_Response2, and Q1_Response3; and Q2 resulted in responses Q2_Response1, Q2_Response2, and Q2_Response3; Q2_Response1 is only considered with respect to the coding designated for Q2 and not for Q1. As a final step, the researchers revised the themes and wrote the report. The researchers debated the strengths and weaknesses between strictly conceptualizing themes without quotes and heavily using quotes to provide readers with evidence. It was decided to merge the two philosophies and meet in the middle. Quotes were drawn from the data to allow readers to make their own judgments on credibility, accuracy, and fairness [48]. In addition, coding of the qualitative data allowed quantification and prioritization of the themes through basic statistical analysis [49].

4. Results

The results are shown with respect to the five survey questions and the two research questions will be answered within the discussion section. To better prepare the readers for aligning the results to the discussion section, it is noteworthy to mention the association between the research questions and survey questions, as shown in Table 2.

<<INSERT TABLE 2>>

4.1 SQ 1: Identify the top three factors that are most important for student learning and success?

In general, responses to this open-ended question can be categorized into three types of factors: (1) identification of factors within a student’s perceived control, (2) identification of factors outside a student’s perceived control, and (3) mixed – factors both within and outside a student’s perceived control. All participant responses were coded as one of the three categories for the purpose of conducting a pre- and post-quantitative analysis. The findings are shown in Table 3. Examples of coded quotes are shown below.

<<INSERT TABLE 3>>

Examples of (1) identification of factors within a student’s perceived control are as follows:
- “Focus, be motivated, and be accountable for your actions.”
- “Time management, studying, and participating.”
- “Open to new things, to jump at opportunities, and to pay attention.”
- “Time management, assignment awareness, and ability to utilize resources.”

Examples of (2) identification of factors outside a student’s perceived control are as follows:
• “Clear instructions, a classroom environment that welcomes questions and discussions, and projects that require collaboration.”
• “Open-minded environment, flexibility on time frame that it takes a student to understand the concepts, and extra and lots of hard examples.”
• “Clear and concise assignments and directions for their work. Keeping the notes and lectures interesting and understandable. Holding students working in groups.”
• “1. A devoted, knowledgeable, and helpful teacher. 2. Accessible student resources. 3. A healthy class environment.”

Examples of (3) mixed – factors include within and outside a student’s perceived control are as follows:
• “1. Student teacher relationship is very important because this is how students learn to act professional with other humans. 2. Being able to use multiple parts of your brain in order to learn the material better. 3. Being able to ask questions.”
• “1) Clean, written and accessible materials and instructions. 2) Plenty of instructor/TA resources and other study aid. 3) Academic time management.”
• “1) Teacher Knowledge 2) Teachers ability to communicate that knowledge 3) Student time and effort on homework.”
• “Availability of knowledge, encouragement, dialogue between teacher and student.”

4.2 SQ 2: What is your perception of blended learning in comparison to face-to-face learning?

In general, responses to this open-ended question can be categorized into three types of factors: (1) blended learning is preferred, (2) face-to-face learning is preferred, (3) mixed – there are benefits to both blended learning and face-to-face learning. All participant responses were coded as one of the three categories for the purpose of conducting a pre- and post-quantitative analysis. The findings are shown in Table 4. Examples of coded quotes are shown below.

<<INSERT TABLE 4>>

Examples of (1) blended learning is preferred are as follows:
• “Blended learning disperses the commitment to engage with the material between the student and professor. The student has more control of their learning status within the class due to the independence of having digital and online engagement. This can allow for a deeper discussion of the course material.”
• “I think it is a good method of learning. Sometimes I struggle with a concept early on in the process and it becomes challenging for me to follow for the rest. A way to overcome this is by using office hours, TA's... etc to have them be a resource to guide me through it. Overall, I do like blended learning though.”
• “I think that in blended learning people feel safer behind a screen to mess up and try harder to improve themselves. You have time to react and think about what you want to say rather than just say the first thing that comes to your head in a classroom and hope it is correct.”
• “Blended learning makes the individual student think on their own more. Sitting down having to do a discussion post forces a student to analyze what they have been in doing class. Whereas face-to-face, sometimes is only a one-way road.”
Examples of (2) face-to-face learning is preferred are as follows:

- “I definitely prefer face-to-face learning because its hands on and allows you to actually grasp the concept, and when you have questions they are easier to work through in person.”
- “I prefer face to face. I am well adapted to a traditional classroom style and if it were up to me, I would never do online things because I am terrible at motivating myself to do work for any sort of unstructured schedule.”
- “I enjoy face to face learning more. Often in assignments online and offline, it is not clear on what the purpose of the assignment is. However in person I can ask the Professor.”
- “Blended learning is not as effective as face-to-face learning because when you're face-to-face with someone you can pick up on nonverbal cues of communication that can help you better understand things.”

Examples of (3) mixed – there are benefits to both blended learning and face-to-face learning are as follows:

- “For most part I prefer face to face learning, since everything becomes clear that way. But that does not mean, I don’t want to learn through digital means. I just need the instructions to be clear and concise.”
- “I like it for courses where content/curriculum and expectations are open-ended, but not in severely structured courses such as math, physics, or classes like statics/dynamics.”
- “Blended learning is good to enforce what was learned in face-to-face learning but should not be the only means of education since it does not sink in as well into my mind electronically.”
- “I think online learning is a great way to introduce topics and lead into a face-to-face lecture/discussion. I think coming into class with a general sense of what will be taught/discussed is an effective way of creating a focused and productive environment, and so I believe blended learning to be efficient in that regard. I do not believe online learning can or should ever replace a face-to-face discussion, as it is just too limited to ensure proper understanding of the material.”

4.3 SQ 3: How might you further your skills/knowledge after this class is over?

In general, four themes arose to how students might further skill and knowledge development after the class is completed: (1) enrolling in additional engineering coursework, (2) seeking out additional real-world projects, (3) seeking out professional development opportunities, and (4) unsure. All participant responses were coded as one of the four categories for the purpose of conducting a pre- and post-quantitative analysis. The findings are shown in Table 5. Examples of coded quotes are shown below.

<<INSERT TABLE 5>>

Examples of (1) seeking out professional development opportunities are as follows:

- “Continuing to improve on my confidence and expanding my knowledge are a couple of ways I plan to improve.”
- “Jot down topics of interest or importance and search for related information.”
- “Keep taking challenging courses that push my limits.”
• “Subscribe to engineering newsletters as well as keeping in touch with the professors of Engineering 101 for answers and tips.”

Examples of (2) seeking out additional real-world projects are as follows:
• “I will use the skills and knowledge that I gained in this class in the real world when dealing with different clients.”
• “I will look for projects related to [course] concepts we learned. Also, when possible, finding projects at my first job after college related to the material.”
• “Continue to investigate ongoing problems in the world and see how engineers are fixing them.”
• “Getting involved in outside projects or groups that try to improve or create new designs to help people in everyday life.”

Examples of (3) enrolling in additional engineering coursework are as follows:
• “I plan to continue studying engineering and one-day work in the field of engineering.”
• “After this class is over I will further my skills/knowledge through my last semester of classes at [university] and then hopefully through the job I obtain after graduation.”
• “I will continue to use the processes and tools I learned in this class into my capstone and future classes, job, or wherever I end up.”
• “Whether in other [current courses] or maybe in my senior design courses. I hope I'll have opportunities to use this knowledge far beyond just this class.”

Examples of (4) unsure are as follows:
• “This is a very vague question. I really do not know how to properly answer it.”
• “I'm unsure at this point. I would likely look for future opportunity to apply what I have learned.”
• “I honestly couldn't tell you.”

4.4 SQ 4: What did you like most about the online discussion component?

In general, five themes arose to what students liked about the online discussion component: (1) interesting topics, (2) offered useful feedback and reflection, (3) allowed enough time to develop thoughts, (4) promoted critical thinking by extending class topics, and (5) did not like the online discussion component. All participant responses were coded as one of the five themes for the purpose of providing a quantitative summary. The findings are shown in Table 6. Examples of coded quotes are shown below.

<<INSERT TABLE 6>>

Examples of (1) offered useful feedback and reflection are as follows:
• “Seeing people's response and seeing things from their perspective helped me understand problems from different eyes.”
• “I liked the fact that this class literally forced me to reflect and look into things farther. It grew my curious manner to the point where if I see something I find interesting I do research then reflect on it without an assignment.”
• “I got to see what my peer members thought and what their thought process what like
through the way they had expressed. There wasn't any interruption through everyone's thoughts, so they were able to take their time to put their thoughts together in a descriptive manner.”

- “It allowed you to benchmark yourself against other students, so if you had gotten behind in a subject it would be very clear very quickly.”

Examples of (2) interesting topics are as follows:

- “It usually had to do with what our next project was on so we automatically had some background knowledge on the subject and had some research/articles to look at.”
- “I liked learning new things about topics I did not know much of previously.”
- “I also got to read some neat articles that I would have never read for my own interest.”

Examples of (3) promoted critical thinking by extending class topics are as follows:

- “The online discussions have given us a sampling of what we would discuss in the next class, and that many of them were thought provoking and different from much of the classic engineering questions.”
- “They challenged me to look further in depth to a topic.”
- “I liked the uniqueness of the idea since I have never done anything like it before.”
- “It made you think outside the box.”

Examples of (4) allowed enough time to develop thoughts are as follows:

- “It allows me to [take] my time and collect my thoughts when answering. It also allows me to answer the prompts over a large time range than would be allowed in class.”
- “Free to type about your opinion with no initial criticism.”
- “The freedom to complete assignments on our schedule.”

Examples of (5) other are as follows:

- “The variety of questions. I wish it was more open-ended/free.”
- “Not much.”
- “n/a”
- “The fact that class was once a week.”

4.5 SQ 5: What could be improved with the online discussion component?

In general, four themes arose to what students thought could be improved with the online discussion component: (1) clear instructions and instructor feedback, (2) better scheduling of due dates, (3) more engaging discussion prompts, and (4) nothing to improve. All participant responses were coded as one of the four themes for the purpose of providing a quantitative summary. The findings are shown in Table 7. Examples of coded quotes are shown below.

<<INSERT TABLE 7>>

Examples of (1) more engaging discussion prompts are as follows:

- “I think the topics could be more in-line with current issues and innovations.”
- “Some of the response prompts were at times not needed, or possibly a different response
prompt could've worked better.”

- “More interactive/engaging way to connect thoughts to peers. (Like having a discussion rather than separate response posts) Building off of each other’s thoughts online with a chat rather than posts.”
- “I think having more discussions linked to the real world, rather than internal characteristics and values, would generate more enjoyment and interest.”
- “I think as the semester progressed, the discussions began feeling a little repetitive (read an article, respond with a few ideas, respond to your peers' responses). I think making the activities a little more dynamic and diverse could be effective.”

Examples of (2) clear instructions and instructor feedback are as follows:

- “We didn't receive much feedback and they took a long time for them to be graded so it was a little hard to tell if you were doing them well or not.”
- “Discussion questions are too lengthy and confusing. They should be more straightforward so that [peers] can understand each other clearly when responding to discussions.”
- “A little bit more direction of where to lead our answers. Sometimes my group has widely different answers. Giving a bit more of instruction would shorten the scope.”
- “It would be great if there were real feedback to the responses. I always tried to be thoughtful in my responses, but some students were not as intentional. Knowing that it was basically graded on completion didn't promote an effort-filled atmosphere.”

Examples of (3) better scheduling of due dates are as follows:

- “It would be helpful if you have the due dates in [the learning management system] correspond to the initial post rather than the response post because it caused me to miss one or two assignments. It's our responsibility to look at our assignments but it's misleading to have them due later in the week if the initial post is due at the beginning.”
- “The discussions should have a reasonable due date and time, not 24 hours before class, especially since schedules vary from day to day for a week. The discussions should add to the weeks' assignments, not become another weekly task that students must complete separately.”
- “It seemed like there were too many online discussions to complete on top of all other assignments.”
- “I don't think students take it seriously and will respond to the discussion right before it is due. Maybe if the discussion was due the same night the class was held so students can respond with the class material still fresh in their mind.”

Examples of (4) nothing to improve are as follows:

- “I can honestly say the discussions had clear guidelines as well as sources to complete them. I have no complaints.”
- “I think the online discussion component is good as it is. Responses and replies are a good way to initiate a conversation or discussion and foster thinking.”
- “I don't think there is anything else I would do differently with the online discussion component.”
- “The online discussions were a fun and enriching experience. No improvement needed.”
5. Discussion

The two research questions will be answered taking into consideration the five survey questions answered within the results section. To better prepare the readers for aligning the results to the discussion section, it is noteworthy to remind of the association between the research questions and survey questions, as shown in Table 2.

5.1 RQ 1: How can online discussions be used to increase student empowerment towards self-regulated learning in undergraduate core engineering courses?

The open-ended survey questions, #1 (factors important for student learning) and #3 (perceptions of blended learning), provided insight into the first research question. The findings from #1, as shown in Table 3, suggest a positive change in self-regulated learning from pre- to post-survey. Although not statistically significant, there was a 5.5% increase from pre-survey responses (62.5%) to post-survey responses (68%) of students identifying factors fully within the student’s control. This provides a potential implication around student empowerment and self-regulated learning over time. Yet, it should be pointed out that more than 60% of students identified that top factors for learning and success are in their control in the pre-survey. This may be indicative of a student demography, where majority of the students are already self-regulated learners.

The findings from #3, as shown in Table 5, provide two key takeaways. First, the majority of the participants (about two-thirds of the students) viewed professional development opportunities as a way to further their skills/knowledge after the class. This provides positive support for the perceived benefit of continuous professional learning. Second, although the changes from pre- to post-survey responses were not statistically significant, the 6% decrease in enrolling in additional engineering coursework and 5% increase in seeking out additional real-world projects suggests that perhaps students become more dependent upon their own internal motivation and less dependent upon coursework. Additionally, the upswing in interests in real-world projects may also be an indicator of better connections between theory and applications achieved through online discussions. However, it is important to note the upper level students might also be more likely to respond this way if they were in their final semester on the verge of graduation. Future research should be conducted to tease out these particular implications.

5.2 RQ 2: How can online discussions increase student engagement and enhance student perceptions of class participation?

The open-ended survey questions, #2 (perceptions of blended learning), #4 (likes related to online discussions) and #5 (dislikes related to online discussions), provided insight into the second research question. Findings from #2, as shown in Table 4, suggest a more open-minded approach to the benefits of both blended learning and face-to-face learning. Although the change from pre- to post-survey responses were not statistically significant, there was a positive increase in respondents that had mixed feelings in that they saw benefits in both blended learning and face-to-face learning. This implies a potential increase in critical thinking related to situational based learning outcomes. However, given that this data was generalized as a group, instead of individual pre- to post-, we could not gauge individual student responses before and after the online discussion intervention. The combined percentage of students that either preferred blended
learning or a mixed approach increased from 67.5% to 72%. Regardless of the change, this indicates that overall most students see value in blended learning.

The quantitative findings from #4, as shown in Table 6, provide a summary of the percentages associated with student responses. The number one thing students liked about the online discussion component is that it offered useful feedback and reflection (43%). This is commensurate with the literature where it has been reported that feedback plays an important role in student perception of learning efficacy [30, 42].

The findings from #5, as shown in Table 7, provide a summary of the percentages associated with student responses. The number one thing students thought could be improved is the use of more engaging discussion prompts (38%), followed by clear instructions and instructor feedback (26%). This clearly indicates the importance of thoughtful design and selection of appropriate strategies for the success of blended learning in a course. It is also worthwhile to look at the next two popular responses to this question. A quarter of students wanted clearer instruction and better feedback. This may indicate two things. First, feedback is critical, as also seen from #4. Second, the longing for clearer instruction may also be a result of usually prescriptive and definitive nature of these core engineering courses, where the answer to a question is often either right or wrong. This definitive nature may prompt students to simply search for a “right answer” rather than an enriching discussion of ideas. The third popular response of better scheduling again points back to the importance of appropriate instructional design in blended learning.

It is interesting to note that while useful feedback was the most liked feature of online discussions (Table 6), it was also brought up as the second most important deficiency (Table 7). This apparent disconnect and mixed responses could be due to the inclusion of three different instructors, different prompt designs, rubric and grading expectations, and/or quality of the students in the different courses. All of these should be further tested and explored.

6. Conclusions

6.1 Contributions

In this paper, we sought to answer the following research questions:

- RQ 1: How can online discussions be used to increase student empowerment towards self-regulated learning in undergraduate core engineering courses?
- RQ 2: How can online discussions increase student engagement and enhance student perceptions of class participation?

This paper makes several contributions. First, it provides an example of how online discussion can be integrated into core, analytically-focused engineering courses. In addition, this approach provides pedagogical evidence of positive implications towards increased self-regulated learning and student empowerment. Second, it provides insights into what students across three different engineering disciplines like/dislike about online discussions. This information can be used by engineering faculty, and instructional designers alike, to develop learning experiences that meet the perceived needs of students. Finally, it makes the case of integrating authentic learning
experiences into the engineering classroom because that provides students the opportunity to connect real-world with theoretical underpinnings, thereby preparing them better for the workforce. To the final point, this paper shows how integrating online discussions into core engineering courses, without sacrificing course content, can indeed have positive implications towards self-regulated learning and higher student engagement.

6.2 Limitations and Future Research

The study was primarily qualitative in nature, which provided a more in-depth and richer understanding of the phenomena. However, future research would benefit from a more quantitative approach integrating quantitative, explanatory analysis to explain the phenomena better. Also, future research would benefit from access to more extensive and more diverse engineering and technology classrooms and student demography. Along these lines, future research could assess the types of discussion prompts, clarity of direction, types of grading scheme, etc. to understand the level of engagement and quality of responses promoted through the online discussions themselves. Future research can also evaluate the types of courses applying the online discussion intervention to determine if some specific courses offer greater opportunities than others to promote the integration of writing and critical thinking. This could allow for an explanation about what prompts and/or courses are the most effective and offer the greatest amount of contribution towards student learning. Similarly, future studies could assess the impact of different levels of feedback and influence of grading policies to better understand best practices associated with implementing online discussions in the engineering classroom. Also, future research could provide greater understanding and analysis towards sub-themes which have the potential for considering more implicit best practices around online discussion deployment, such as importance of the teacher-student relationship and academic time management. Finally, although the focus of the study was on core courses in the engineering classroom, the researchers are confident that online discussions and reflection prompts would be successful outside of the engineering classroom. Thus, future research should consider the use of online discussions within natural science courses, social science courses, and agricultural courses, to name a few other disciplines.
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Appendix A: Example Online Discussion Prompt: Civil Engineering Course (Seniors): Water Resources Planning and Management

Learning Objective: Research and summarize the conflicts between two countries of a shared water resources.

Hook: Most rivers in the world eventually make their way to the ocean, but the Colorado River dries up 100 miles before it reaches the Gulf of Mexico. This is due to the large number of withdrawals, primarily irrigation, that take place upstream. Determining who can use water from
the river, where, and when is a significant issue as it is a shared resource between the U.S and Mexican governments. Recently the Mexican and U.S. government reached an accord on shared water use of the Colorado river. The accord specifies reductions in water deliveries during a shortage, as well as increases in water deliveries during wet periods. The agreement also provides for Mexico to continue storing water in Lake Mead, near Las Vegas, helping to boost the reservoir’s levels, which in the past few years have dropped to historic lows. The accord would also establish a “Binational Water Scarcity Contingency Plan,” in which Mexico would join U.S. states in temporarily taking less water out of Lake Mead to reduce the risks of the reservoir reaching critical levels. All of these actions serve as examples of a compromised agreement to address critical water supply issues in this shared water resource.

Initial Prompt: On your own, research a shared water resource between two countries and find the water use agreement between the two, if there is one. Summarize the water agreement or lack thereof. Who uses the water? What are the primary uses of the shared water resource? What actions does one country want to prevent in the other?

Response Prompt: Respond to one of your classmates initial posts. How does this agreement compare to the one you summarized? Which country seems to have the most at risk in this conflict?

Appendix B: Example Online Discussion Prompt: Electrical and Computer Engineering Course (Seniors): Embedded Systems Design

Learning Objective: Synthesize information to identify trends in the use of wireless communication in embedded systems.

Hook: Wireless communication has developed a lot in the past 15 years or so. This development continues today. Different wireless communication technologies are used in a variety of embedded systems. For example, in the case of so-called internet of things (IoT) type of embedded systems, wireless communication is used a lot. One of the primary advantages of wireless technologies is the elimination of cumbersome wiring, which for most applications can significantly reduce costs (including deployment/installation costs).

Initial Prompt: Use the internet to find two different resources that describe the trends in innovation related to the use of wireless communication in embedded systems. Summarize your findings as a bulleted list. Propose an example of an embedded system application that could be improved or even enabled by “potential future wireless technologies”; this should be stated in just one sentence. Be sure to cite your sources.

Response Prompt: Respond to a peer’s post. Explain if you agree or disagree with the peer’s post summary.

Appendix C: Example Online Discussion Prompt: Mechanical Engineering Course (Juniors): Fundamentals of Heat Transfer

Learning Objective: Identify different modes of heat transfer found in real world.
Preamble: Discussion prompts in this forum are meant to get you thinking about different factors that affect heat transfer in our daily lives – from different modes of heat transfer to material properties to cost and aesthetic of heat transfer related equipment and designs! You are not required to serially address each question in the prompt. The questions are supposed to provoke your thought process and discussion. The expectation is that your initial thread will convey your opinion based on your understanding of the topic informed by the resources available, and that your responses to others contribute to the discussion in substantive ways – asking questions, extending ideas and/or providing alternative perspectives.

Hook: No winter lasts forever... but as long as it lasts, we need a good heater. The heating system in your apartment complex has broken down in the middle of the winter! You have to either buy a room heater or use the hitherto-unused fireplace in your living room or come up with a novel idea of heating. The landlord has agreed to cover the cost of heating as long as you use a reasonable method. What do you think you should use for heating – the existing fireplace, a convection room heater, a radiant room heater, some sort of Diesel/natural gas/wood burning stove (there are lots of novel stoves out there), or something else altogether? Now consider pitching your preferred method to the landlord.

Initial Prompt: Create a new thread to convince your landlord with your choice. Try to structure your thread in a way that landlord finds it interesting (for example, maybe add a cool picture, or some cool statistics/infographics). Remember, you are trying to sell your idea to the landlord, so make the thread engaging. And beware – your thread should not be too long, it should take at most 3 to 5 minutes to read, otherwise the reader may lose interest! In your thread, identify the method and/or equipment that you want to use. List/suggest where/how you can buy/make this. If it is a standard store-bought item, maybe give a manufacturer/model number. Give at least three (you can give more) reasons, one of them must be a technical reason, others can be technical and/or social/economic/environmental/aesthetic/legal, etc. reasons. Apart from the minimum three reasons, also list the primary mode of heat transfer in your choice.

Response Prompt: Pick a peer’s idea (you can respond to more than one, if you like) and put on the hat of the landlord. Now discuss why you do not prefer this tenant’s heating method. Give at least two (you can give more) reasons, one of them must be a technical reason. Keep in mind there is no wrong choice just a difference in preference and priorities! Lastly, consider rating all the posts (initial posts or responses) in the forum you found novel/interesting/out-of-the-box/thought-provoking with an Up vote (click on the + sign near the title of the corresponding post).
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